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Abstract

Police use of force can either be ‘reasonable’ or ‘excessive’. However, the literature illustrates 
that defining what ‘police force’ is, or determining at which point the use of force becomes 
excessive, unnecessary or disproportionate, is far from easy. This paper attempts to 
understand when police officials should draw the line between reasonable and excessive force. 
Using the qualitative research approach, thematic analysis of interview transcripts obtained 
from officers of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) was conducted to 
determine whether police officials understand the difference between the use of reasonable 
and excessive force in their encounters with suspects. The findings reveal that a definitive 
and holistic understanding of police use of force is problematic as the distinction between 
force that is ‘lawful’ or ‘unlawful’ generally depends on the situation in which force is used as 
well as the fact that this decision often needs to be made in the blink of an eye. The dilemma 
is thus exacerbated as the police often need to assess any conflict situation ‘in the heat of the 
moment’, which is very difficult as each situation is unique. In their attempt to draw the line 
between ‘lawful’ and ‘unlawful’ force, the participants explained that force could be deemed 
reasonable if used to effect an arrest, overcome a threat, or achieve a suspect’s compliance. 
They argued that force may be deemed excessive when used against a handcuffed suspect or 
when the technique used resembles a form of torture. The findings suggest that the ability of 
the police to assess situations is crucial and needs to be monitored and improved continuously 
through situation-based training.
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